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4 nominations. See more awards » Learn more editing now back in Milan, Alberto has accepted to manage a program to improve the efficiency of an Italian job. He devotes all his time and energy to this noble task and neglects his wife Sylvia, who, of course, annoys her beyond the limits. Things don't go much better in Castellabati where it is rather Maria,
Mata's wife, who gets on his nerves by always blaming him for his lack of ambition. One day, due to misunderstandings, Mattia is transferred to... Milan. And on whose doorstep is landing? Alberto, of course! Written by Guy Bellinger Plot Summary | Add A Summary Certificate: Unclassified | See All Certificates » Parents' Guide: Add Advisory Content for
Parents » Swiss Visa Editing #1008.879. See more » Sometimes written by Alessia Scipione and Umberto Scipione performed by Alessia Scipione See More » User Reviewed Edit date: 18 January 2012 (Italy) See More » Also known as: Welcome to the North See More » Milan, Lombardy, Italy See More » Total cumulative editing worldwide: $34,995,189
See more on IMDbMeda » Movie Cattleya See More » Runtime: 110 minutes Aspect ratio: 2.35 : 1 See full technical specifications » Angela Finocchiaro and Claudio Bescio Benvenuti al Sud, one of the best Italian comedy in the past ten years student sequel, whether or not a good idea. Watch The Nord Benvenoti on YouTube! He made a lot of money, 30
million euros, and everything had to be a good comedy. He's smart, first-rate acting, and funny. Shockingly funny, in fact, given the way many comics defy the definition of a funny word. The thing I liked best about it: it's inspiring. Benvenuti al Sud is a story with a universal message – don't judge people you don't know, and you've done it in a simple, funny
and perfect way. As in the United States, where we have regional differences that produce stereotypes and competition, Italy has a constant clash between its north and south. There is no Mason Dixon line to define the boundaries of the culture war in Italy; Some people think Rome as a dividing line and some put it much further to the north. There are
political parties that actually want to make Italy two separate countries. It didn't take a genius to see the upcoming sequel looked forward to the sequel however I figured they screwed it up. It is very screwed and it seems that director Luca Miniro was some sort of identity crisis at least a few times in the film; The beginning was humiliatingly vulgar, I was
laughing in the middle, but in the end it was expected and soldered. I lost the whole point of the original. I liked how benvenuti al Sud Miniero didn't try to make the Southern Italians look adorable, so good to be real characters with hearts of gold and did not distort the North and it made everyone real people. He showed the differences between northerners
and southerners without making one look better than the other and without exaggeration. Al NordDirectedLuca by Riccardo TozziWritten byLuca Miniero, Fabio Bonifacci (by Danny Boone) StarringClaudio BisioAlessandro SianiAngela FinocchiaroA LodoviniMusic by Umberto ScipioneDistributedMedusa FilmRelease date 18 January, 2012 (2012-01-18)
Running time110 minutesCountryItalyLanguageItalian, Naples and Northern Dialect, French Benvenuti al Nord (Eng: Welcome to the North) is a 2012 Italian comedy film directed by Luca Miniero. It is a sequel to the high-grossing film Black Benvenoti. [1] [2] He also gained great commercial success, earning more than 27 million euros during the release of
the Italian play; [3] It had the third best opening in the history of the Italian market. [4] The plot while Alberto is returning in his beloved northern Italy in Milan, still his friend Mattia is in Naples with his friends. He has problems with his wife Maria, because she wants him to take his postal job seriously, now that the two had a son to take care of. Then, after a
dispute, Mattia decided to move to northern Italy, in the town of Bordenon. Mattia seemed ready to leave his small town, but as soon as the transfer came, he began to despair. Many locals offer their opinions; His wise old mother tells him that people in northern Italy are terribly cold and cruel. Mattia is a little reassuring and in the blink of an eye in Milan, a
whole new world for him as a citizen of the South. Alberto welcomes him very coldly because he is in big trouble. The director of Milan's largest postal company plans to provide Italy with a whole new economic plan from Japan to modify the postal service. Mattia starts working at the post office where Alberto works as deputy director, but he soon realizes how
different the local mentality is: people aren't back home. Like much of Benvenuti al Sud, this film is ironic about the differences and diversity from southern to northern Italy, and sometimes challenges and confirms these stereotypes. Claudio Bessio cast in the costume of Alberto Colombo Alessandro Siani in 100,000 100 m. Mattia Volpe Angela Finocaro in
Zelvia Colombo / Ermenia, Her mother Valentina Lodovini as Maria Flagello Nando Boon as Costabelle Piccolo (Little Constable) Giacomo Rizzo as Costabilly Grande (Big Cop) Paolo Rossi as Libra Fulvio Valzarano as Mario Katya Volisa taxi driver as Carlo Giuseppe Gabardini as Emma Parman as the same references ^ Egle Santolini (July 20, 2011).
Niente unisce l'Italia comes besio tornato al nord. No Stampa. Archived from the original on February 18, 2013. Accessed June 6, 2012. ^ Paolo D'agostino (January 18, 2012). Il Sud ride sempre, pure al nord ma è il solito luogo comune. La Repubblica. Accessed June 6, 2012. ^ Ariana Venus (April 10, 2012). Incassi magri in the film 3D funzionano solo I
cartoon. Corriere della Sera is seen on June 6, 2012. ^ Karen Ebonitharda 19 January, 2012). Benvenuti al Nord, Bisio e Siani conquistano il box office. Best Movie. See it on June 6th External links Benvenuti al Nord on IMDb recovered from want more? Advanced embed details, examples and assistance! Help!
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